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SCHIMKE NAMED CEO/GENERAL MANAGER
Kent Schimke, Ellendale, ND, has been named DRN’s new CEO/general manager and assumed his new
position January 1. He replaces Robert K. Johnson, who is retiring March 8.
“The DRN board of directors is very encouraged by the growth and direction of the cooperative under
Mr. Robert Johnson’s leadership. With the announcement of his pending retirement, the board performed
a national search for a new CEO/GM. The pool of candidates was outstanding,” said DRN Board President
Ralph Neu.
“We are pleased to announce Mr. Kent Schimke as our successful candidate. Mr. Schimke was selected
based on his knowledge of our cooperative, the operations, our employees, and the communities we
serve. Kent is committed to DRN and will continue to move the cooperative forward with the support
of our fine employee group,” continued Neu.

Kent Schimke

Schimke has been employed by DRN for the past 19 years and most recently worked as operations manager. Before joining
DRN, he worked for James Valley Electric in Edgeley. Schimke attended high school in Garden City, KS, but spent every
summer of his youth helping on his grandparent’s farm west of Ellendale. Kent attended Garden City Community College
and Johnson County Community College, KS which helped him obtain a journeyman electrical license. He holds a business
management certificate from Rasmussen College and is currently enrolled in Rasmussen College School of Business. Kent
and his wife, Andi, have three children: Kaitlyn, 20; Kennedy, 18; and Kade, 13.
“I am very proud to be a part of the DRN family and plan to move the cooperative forward. As I transition into my new role,
I have been aided by retiring CEO/GM Robert Johnson. We have an exciting time ahead of us. Together, our team, will
continue to be successful and DRN, one of the most progressive cooperatives in the nation,” said Schimke.
During his tenure at DRN, Johnson’s leadership was instrumental in the purchase of Insight Technologies, CompQuest
Technology and in expanding the Managed IT services through ReadiTech, a subsidiary of DRN. Johnson plans to enjoy
retirement with his wife, Robbie, children and grandchild at their lake home in Minnesota. n
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DRTEL.NET SITE RETIRES
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Keeping it easy for our members and clients to stay updated on the latest products and
services at DRN is important, which is why we are retiring the drtel.net site on April 2.
Now you can access all DRN service-related tools and information at www.drtel.com. n
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SYNERGIES REALIZED: READITECH
ACQUIRES INSIGHT TECHNOLOGIES

NEW DIRECTORY LISTINGS DIAL 811 BEFORE

ReadiTech, a DRN subsidiary, has acquired Insight Technologies of Grand Forks, Fargo and Bismarck, effective
January 1, 2019. Insight Technologies is a leading web development and IT solutions partner for businesses across all
industries.

Edgeley 493
Edgeley Veterinary Service.................
................................................... 493-2649
Irene Entzi.............................. 493-2305
Yvonne Hildebrand............. 493-3156

Retiring ReadiTech CEO/GM Robert K. Johnson is extremely excited about the purchase.
“These two companies will be able to complement each other with their teams of expert
network analysts and technicians. While Insight’s sweet spot is cybersecurity and web
enabled marketing tools, ReadiTech’s strength is network management for schools and
small businesses.”

These two companies

Insight’s team of specialists has over 200 years of combined experience and expertise
to help businesses plan, develop and implement new technologies to help serve their
customers better, improve business operations and lend a competitive advantage. Brian
Burkett, CEO of Insight Technologies, said this acquisition will benefit Insight customers
and the company due to efficiencies gained. “By working together, we will be able to
provide our customers with more efficient and robust sales, service and support.”

network analysts

complement each
other with their
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and technicians.
Retiring GM/CEO
Robert K. Johnson

On March 1, 2019, Insight Technologies changed its name
to ReadiTech IT Solutions. Looking forward, Insight, now doing
business as ReadiTech IT Solutions, will continue to expand its
footprint in the region and strengthen its reputation as a leader in
managed IT services. Burkett recognizes the importance of having
a team of dedicated people at DRN, who share Insight’s core values,
and a common commitment to serving its clients.
It is equally important for ReadiTech to work with companies who value the client relationship. In 2017, ReadiTech
purchased CompQuest Technology of Aberdeen, SD. That acquisition broadened ReadiTech’s service territory into South
Dakota and created synergies that are invaluable for the customer. “I am expecting the same level of synergies for this
working agreement between Insight Technologies and ReadiTech,” said Johnson.
To learn more about managed IT business services and other services ReadiTech and ReadiTech IT Solutions provides go to:
www.readitech.com or contact 344-5000 or 877-559-4692. n

GOPHERS CAUSE SERVICE OUTAGES
Throughout the DRN service territory this winter, we have experienced a few outages due to
pesky little gophers snacking on underground fiber optic cable. It is a myth that gophers hibernate
during the winter. You may not see them above ground however, they are very active underground.
When a gopher chews through DRN’s fiber, service is interrupted until our repair technicians can
locate and repair the damaged fiber.
“We find the damaged fiber as soon as possible and dig though the snow and dirt to get to the
fiber. Time to repair the fiber includes locating where it is damaged and then fixing the fiber
optic cable,” stated Dean Rithermiller, DRN construction technician. n
Photo right: Damaged underground fiber due to gophers chewing.

SPRING AHEAD ONE HOUR!
SUNDAY MARCH 10, 2019 - DAYLIGHT SAVING TIME STARTS
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Ellendale 349
Darcie Shannon.................... 349-4074

Forman 724
Raye Vculek............................ 724-3498
Fort Ransom 973
Greg Dahl............................... 973-2279
Fullerton 375
Wyatt Beethe........................ 375-6477
Gwinner 678
Duane Peterson................... 678-3821
LaMoure 883
David R Brandner................. 883-5884
Linda Jensen......................... 883-5138

LaMoure 883 (cont)
Shockman Law, PLLC.......... 883-5418
Southeast Water Users District..........
................................................... 883-4367
Lisbon 683
Robin Adam........................... 683-8623
Country Payee Services..... 683-3199
Flowers Etc............................. 683-5765
V J Holmgren......................... 683-3081
Stanley Mitchell................... 683-5894
Geraldine Nogowski........... 683-2339
Platinum Temporary Housing............
................................................... 683-4008
Elizabeth Reynolds.............. 683-5621
Route 32 Cafe........................ 683-2011
Milnor 427
The Schoolhouse................. 427-5520
Oakes 742
Layna Beethe Gramlow..... 742-3815
Kirk Hauser............................. 742-3811

TV RATES INCREASE
March 1, DRN’s Ultimate Family TV pack increased $6 and the Speed Pak
with TV went up by $9. The TV rate increase was caused by regulatory reform,
and rising TV programming costs.
DRN evaluates and monitors its services to provide them at a reasonable and
fair market price. Unfortunately, network fees have increased dramatically—3
½ times the rate of inflation over the last 15 years. When networks demand
huge fee increases, as much as 300%, DRN works to get the best offerings at
the best price and also provide alternative ways for you to continue watching
your favorite shows. For more information about your DRN TV service or
other services, contact DRN at 344-5000. To learn bout TV rate increases visit,
www.tvonmyside.com. n

ENGEL JOINS DRN TEAM
Samuel Engel was hired as a technical support analyst
for the Oakes office, where he will provide network
support and monitoring to ensure DRN’s network
maintains integrity and connectivity.
Before joining the DRN team, he has worked as a baker,
butcher, and technician. In his spare time, Engel enjoys
cooking and baking from scratch, and playing music on
his saxophone and bass. n

YOU DIG

Planning to tackle
a big landscaping
project this spring?
DRN reminds you to
pick up your phone
before you pick up
your shovel. Call
1-800-795-0555 in North Dakota, 1-800781-7474 in South Dakota, or dial 811,
at least 48 hours in advance to have all
utility lines properly identified and clearly
marked. It not only saves you time and
protects you from potentially costly damage, it’s required by state law.
Many utility services such as phone, cable
television, sewer, gas, water, and electricity come to your home via underground
lines. By calling One Call, you can proceed
with your landscaping knowing that you
won’t disrupt any utilities or compromise
safety. This line identification is
absolutely free. n

JOIN US FOR A

RETIREMENT PART Y
in honor of

ROBERT K.
JOHNSON
Celebrating 41 years in the telecom
industry & six years at DRN!

Open House
Thursday, March 7
2 - 4 p.m.
DRN ReadiTech Headquarters
9628 Highway 281, Ellendale, ND

Cake & coffee will be served.
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SUPPORTING OUR COMMUNITIES
DRN donates to Dickey County Fair Board

DRN is seeking both IT and marketing interns to join its
team for the 2019 summer. DRN provides internship
opportunities for area college students to receive hand-on
experience and help in the organizations’ efforts to provide
the best telecommunications and technology services.

DRN recognizes the importance of being involved in and
focused on the betterment of its communities. To continue
this commitment, DRN recently donated $10,000 to the Dickey
County Fair Board and Ellendale 4H Shooting Sports Club. The
donation will go towards the remodel of the old commercial
building at the Dickey County Fairgrounds. The building is
currently being remodeled into a year-round facility to be
utilized as a community event space and archery center. With
DRN’s donation, the Board and 4H Club are one step closer to
accomplishing their goal of providing the youth a safe and fully
functional facility. n

serice:
egacy

DRN is seeking an IT leader of the future, who is
interested in working in a fast-paced, dynamic
telecommunications and IT environment. As a DRN IT

Intern, you will gain an understanding of the telecom
business operations along with hands on experience in
DRN’s different IT roles.
DRN is also searching to hire a bright, enthusiastic intern
with strong knowledge and understanding of the digital
media landscape, including various social media websites,
to work alongside our marketing team. n

Internships will be 32 to 40 hour per week paid positions with a reporting location of Ellendale, ND.
See full job descriptions and important requirements: www.drtel.com - About Us - Careers.
Kacey Holm, Dickey County Fair Board, left receives the
donation from DRN’s Travis Anliker.
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IMPORTANT BACKUP POWER INFORMATION
Complying to FCC ruling DRN is obligated to provide access to 911 service during a power outage.
Backup Power for Home Phone Service During Power Outages: A backup power supply (battery) is required for your digital
voice service to be in service in the event of a power outage. A backup battery, such as what DRN has provided and installed, will
allow regular corded landline phones to work during a power outage and to maintain the ability to connect to 911 emergency services.
When a power outage occurs, you should ensure that you have one corded single-line touchtone phone connected directly to your
in-home wiring (wall jack). If you connect a cordless phone, it will not function without a separate battery backup, and not all cordless
phones are so equipped.
What Your Battery Can & Can’t Do for You: Our backup battery allows you to continue to use your home landline voice service
during a power outage. Without a backup battery, you will not be able to make any calls, including emergency calls to 911. Our backup
battery does not provide power to any service other than voice. Home security systems, medical monitoring devices and other
equipment will not run on a home phone backup battery.
Purchase & Replacement Options: DRN provides battery back up at no extra charge. Also, DRN offers a 24-hour extended
battery for purchase. Contact a customer care specialist at 344-5000 for details on buying an extended battery from DRN, or any
other questions regarding the battery backup, including to request and obtain a replacement unit, or instructions on installation of
the replacement unit.
Expected Backup Power Duration: The battery backup is expected to last up to 14 hours during a power outage depending upon
battery age, usage, and environment and eight hours of in-use time. The estimated life expectancy for the battery is two to four years
depending on power outage frequency and environment.
Instructions for Battery Use and Proper Care: Please follow the instructions included with your battery for proper use, storage, and
care. Batteries should be stored in locations under normal room temperatures. You should periodically remove and test your battery to
verify both operation of the backup battery and its condition. The battery backup unit can be tested by unplugging it from the power
outlet. If it is working correctly, the Optical Network Terminal will remain powered and regular corded land line phones will still work
in the house. Make sure to plug the unit back in at the end of testing. Battery backup units will display a battery light when the battery
needs replaced. Please refer to the battery backup unit’s instruction manual for details on the warning indicator lights and the battery
replacement procedure. n
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DRN SEEKS 2019 SUMMER INTERNS

Submit resume, transcript, letter of recommendation/references and any other required materials
to careers@drtel.com by March 15, 2019.

UNIVERSAL SERVICE NOTIFICATION
Under the Telecommunications Act of 1996, “universal service” means affordable access to both telecommunications and
high-speed internet services for all consumers. Universal service provides access to the telecommunications network
which includes local usage, touchtone calling, single-party service, access to emergency 911 services, access to operator
services, access to directory assistance, access to long distance telephone service, high-speed internet and discounted
services to qualifying low-income consumers. All of these services are available from DRN in these areas: Ashley, Crete,
Dickey, Edgeley, Ellendale, Forbes, Forman, Fort Ransom, Fredonia, Fullerton, Guelph, Gwinner, Jud, Kathryn, Kulm,
LaMoure, Lisbon, Litchville, Marion, Merricourt, Milnor, Nelvik, Oakes, Venturia, and Verona.
As of January 2019, charges for these universal services are:
Basic local residential & business service $22.50
Basic phone with Internet:
$69.99
Access to directory assistance
$0.80/call
• If you call a long distance company for assistance, this company may charge for its services.
Low-income Programs:
Lifeline discount on monthly basic service -$9.25
• Toll blocking available at no charge to low-income consumers, to prevent long distance calls from your phone.
Federal, State and Local Prescribed Charges:
Federal Subscriber Line Charge
$6.50
• Residential and Single-line Business
$9.20
• Multi-line Business
Federal Universal Service Charge
• Residential
• Single-line Business
• Multi-line Business

$1.27
$1.85
$2.38

Telecommunications Relay Service
E911-Emergency Services

$0.04
$1.00 – 1.50 (based on county)

If you have any questions on Universal Services, please contact DRN at 344-5000.

n
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EMPLOYEES TAKE ON NEW ROLES AT DRN

DRN, a member of the Rural Development Finance Corporation (RDFC) is
pleased to share with its members an opportunity to apply for grant funds
to support community owned entities, non-profits and community-based
projects.

Looking toward the future of the cooperative, DRN and ReadiTech, a
subsidiary of DRN, are proud to announce Travis Anliker, Janell Hauck, Troy
Radermacher, Andrew Meyer, Kari Nishek and Jennifer Guthmiller have
accepted new job roles within the organization.
“As the new CEO/GM of DRN along with the recent purchase of Insight
Technologies and our growth within ReadiTech, we reevaluated several
positions and made adjustments. Our willingness to adapt to change
reflects our mission and vision statements, along with our core values-being
dedicated to our members and providing the best possible technology and
telecommunications services, “ said Kent Schimke, CEO/GM.

or the
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Travis Anliker

Janell Hauck

Last year, the Lisbon Pool Preserver received funds from RDFC to rebuild the wading pool entrance to meet ADA
requirements. RDFC is playing a valuable role with its larger loan program funding community-based projects and
non-profit entities with low interest loans. For more information and to complete the online application go to www.
drtel.com/grant/. The grant deadline is postmarked or delivered to the DRN office by Dec. 15, 2019. n
Troy Radermacher

Andrew Meyer

Accounting Manager Troy Radermacher added business manager to his
current role. In addition to his executive accounting duties at DRN, he
will oversee and ensure the customer care team and technical assistance
group continues to provide prompt, reliable and professional client support.
Andrew Meyer has been promoted to IS supervisor. Besides his role as
network analyst, he will now monitor the daily operations of the IS team and
their work. Kari Nishek, previously the IS manager has been named business
intelligence manager and will oversee the operations of the ReadiTech team
and works closely with the new ReadiTech IT Solution’s team based in Grand
Forks and Fargo.

READITECH IS CLIENT FOCUSED
Focused on collaboration, the ReadiTech team is prepared to help your business operate at peak efficiency and help
it grow. From firewalls, data backup, cloud services, computer hardware and software, network infrastructure,
telephone systems, and security, ReadiTech offers state-of-the-art technology solutions.

Kari Nishek

Jennifer Guthmiller

Jennifer Guthmiller has accepted the new executive assistant position to provide administrative support for DRN’s CEO/GM
Kent Schimke. She will also help coordinate efforts for the human resources department and provide support for ReadiTech
and ReadiTech IT Solutions. Guthmiller previously worked as a customer care specialist. n

DON’T BE FOOLED BY CALLER ID SPOOFING
One of the best ways to avoid phone scams has traditionally been to not answer calls from numbers that you do not
recognize on your Caller ID. But crooks have a sneaky way around this. With Caller ID spoofing, they are able to make it
appear as if their calls are coming from a local phone number — perhaps even from someone you know. That way,
you’re more likely to pick up.
The goal of this scam is to get you to reveal personal information such as account numbers, passwords, and Social Security
numbers. To avoid becoming a victim of Caller ID spoofing, take these precautions:
• Never give out personal information over the phone, such as account numbers, unless you initiate the call.
• If you receive a call requesting information, ask for the name of the organization that is calling. Then, call that
		 organization, using the phone number on your bill or statement — NOT the number on your Caller ID.
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Eligible projects: community owned businesses (café, grocery store, motel,
other); community facilities (such as ambulance services, fire districts,
recreation, hospital/clinic, community center, etc.); or community-based projects (such as school/youth projects, other)
that benefit rural areas. The minimum grant amount is $500; the maximum is $2,000.
The vision statement of the RDFC is for rural communities to enjoy a vibrant and fulfilling quality of life through RDFC
initiatives. RDFC’s mission is to encourage economic diversification and community vitality through the generation of
funding that supports sustainable asset building.

Travis Anliker was promoted from senior sales account executive to sales
manager. Anliker assumes the responsibilities of leading the local sales team,
in addition to directing the sales team for both ReadiTech and ReadiTech IT
Solutions, formerly Insight Technologies.
Janell Hauck’s title changed from customer care manager to marketing
manager. She will focus her efforts on leading the marketing team to
successfully promote the products and services of DRN, ReadiTech and
ReadiTech IT Solutions in all areas, including digital marketing.

RURAL COMMUNITY GRANT NOTICE

If you have questions about Caller ID or any other aspect of your landline service, call DRN at 344-5000. Article courtesy
of Cornerstore Group. n

ReadiTech works to understand your business and provide the best
solution to fit within your budget. The ReadiTech team is proud to
offer a complete portfolio of technology solutions and vendors to
create change for your business. ReadiTech is based in Ellendale, ND,
and has regional offices in Fargo, Grand Forks and Aberdeen, SD.
Call ReadiTech at 344-5000 to set up a free consultation or go to: www.readitech.com.

READi TECH

Why partner with ReadiTech?
Because we’re here for your business.

Operate a Worry-Free Network
Protect your firewalls, networks, data and remote users from attackers and viruses with managed
firewalls, backup, security and network performance to maintain a reliable and fast connection.
Increase Business Agility, Speed and Performance
ReadiTech’s business intelligence solutions helps companies streamline operations and solve real
challenges with world-class systems to measure data and improve processes.
Hassle-Free Support
At the office or on the go, get your questions answered and problems solved in person or remotely
with ReadiTech technical and hardware support.
Computer/Device Anti-Virus & Security
Keep your office computers and devices protected from cyber threats and other online dangers
with ReadiTech’s best-in-class security option.
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SUPPORTING OUR COMMUNITIES
DRN donates to Dickey County Fair Board

DRN is seeking both IT and marketing interns to join its
team for the 2019 summer. DRN provides internship
opportunities for area college students to receive hand-on
experience and help in the organizations’ efforts to provide
the best telecommunications and technology services.

DRN recognizes the importance of being involved in and
focused on the betterment of its communities. To continue
this commitment, DRN recently donated $10,000 to the Dickey
County Fair Board and Ellendale 4H Shooting Sports Club. The
donation will go towards the remodel of the old commercial
building at the Dickey County Fairgrounds. The building is
currently being remodeled into a year-round facility to be
utilized as a community event space and archery center. With
DRN’s donation, the Board and 4H Club are one step closer to
accomplishing their goal of providing the youth a safe and fully
functional facility. n

serice:
egacy

DRN is seeking an IT leader of the future, who is
interested in working in a fast-paced, dynamic
telecommunications and IT environment. As a DRN IT

Intern, you will gain an understanding of the telecom
business operations along with hands on experience in
DRN’s different IT roles.
DRN is also searching to hire a bright, enthusiastic intern
with strong knowledge and understanding of the digital
media landscape, including various social media websites,
to work alongside our marketing team. n

Internships will be 32 to 40 hour per week paid positions with a reporting location of Ellendale, ND.
See full job descriptions and important requirements: www.drtel.com - About Us - Careers.
Kacey Holm, Dickey County Fair Board, left receives the
donation from DRN’s Travis Anliker.
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IMPORTANT BACKUP POWER INFORMATION
Complying to FCC ruling DRN is obligated to provide access to 911 service during a power outage.
Backup Power for Home Phone Service During Power Outages: A backup power supply (battery) is required for your digital
voice service to be in service in the event of a power outage. A backup battery, such as what DRN has provided and installed, will
allow regular corded landline phones to work during a power outage and to maintain the ability to connect to 911 emergency services.
When a power outage occurs, you should ensure that you have one corded single-line touchtone phone connected directly to your
in-home wiring (wall jack). If you connect a cordless phone, it will not function without a separate battery backup, and not all cordless
phones are so equipped.
What Your Battery Can & Can’t Do for You: Our backup battery allows you to continue to use your home landline voice service
during a power outage. Without a backup battery, you will not be able to make any calls, including emergency calls to 911. Our backup
battery does not provide power to any service other than voice. Home security systems, medical monitoring devices and other
equipment will not run on a home phone backup battery.
Purchase & Replacement Options: DRN provides battery back up at no extra charge. Also, DRN offers a 24-hour extended
battery for purchase. Contact a customer care specialist at 344-5000 for details on buying an extended battery from DRN, or any
other questions regarding the battery backup, including to request and obtain a replacement unit, or instructions on installation of
the replacement unit.
Expected Backup Power Duration: The battery backup is expected to last up to 14 hours during a power outage depending upon
battery age, usage, and environment and eight hours of in-use time. The estimated life expectancy for the battery is two to four years
depending on power outage frequency and environment.
Instructions for Battery Use and Proper Care: Please follow the instructions included with your battery for proper use, storage, and
care. Batteries should be stored in locations under normal room temperatures. You should periodically remove and test your battery to
verify both operation of the backup battery and its condition. The battery backup unit can be tested by unplugging it from the power
outlet. If it is working correctly, the Optical Network Terminal will remain powered and regular corded land line phones will still work
in the house. Make sure to plug the unit back in at the end of testing. Battery backup units will display a battery light when the battery
needs replaced. Please refer to the battery backup unit’s instruction manual for details on the warning indicator lights and the battery
replacement procedure. n
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DRN SEEKS 2019 SUMMER INTERNS

Submit resume, transcript, letter of recommendation/references and any other required materials
to careers@drtel.com by March 15, 2019.

UNIVERSAL SERVICE NOTIFICATION
Under the Telecommunications Act of 1996, “universal service” means affordable access to both telecommunications and
high-speed internet services for all consumers. Universal service provides access to the telecommunications network
which includes local usage, touchtone calling, single-party service, access to emergency 911 services, access to operator
services, access to directory assistance, access to long distance telephone service, high-speed internet and discounted
services to qualifying low-income consumers. All of these services are available from DRN in these areas: Ashley, Crete,
Dickey, Edgeley, Ellendale, Forbes, Forman, Fort Ransom, Fredonia, Fullerton, Guelph, Gwinner, Jud, Kathryn, Kulm,
LaMoure, Lisbon, Litchville, Marion, Merricourt, Milnor, Nelvik, Oakes, Venturia, and Verona.
As of January 2019, charges for these universal services are:
Basic local residential & business service $22.50
Basic phone with Internet:
$69.99
$0.80/call
Access to directory assistance
• If you call a long distance company for assistance, this company may charge for its services.
Low-income Programs:
Lifeline discount on monthly basic service -$9.25
• Toll blocking available at no charge to low-income consumers, to prevent long distance calls from your phone.
Federal, State and Local Prescribed Charges:
Federal Subscriber Line Charge
$6.50
• Residential and Single-line Business
• Multi-line Business
$9.20
Federal Universal Service Charge
• Residential
• Single-line Business
• Multi-line Business

$1.27
$1.85
$2.38

Telecommunications Relay Service
E911-Emergency Services

$0.04
$1.00 – 1.50 (based on county)

If you have any questions on Universal Services, please contact DRN at 344-5000.

n
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SYNERGIES REALIZED: READITECH
ACQUIRES INSIGHT TECHNOLOGIES

NEW DIRECTORY LISTINGS DIAL 811 BEFORE

ReadiTech, a DRN subsidiary, has acquired Insight Technologies of Grand Forks, Fargo and Bismarck, effective
January 1, 2019. Insight Technologies is a leading web development and IT solutions partner for businesses across all
industries.
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Irene Entzi.............................. 493-2305
Yvonne Hildebrand............. 493-3156

Retiring ReadiTech CEO/GM Robert K. Johnson is extremely excited about the purchase.
“These two companies will be able to complement each other with their teams of expert
network analysts and technicians. While Insight’s sweet spot is cybersecurity and web
enabled marketing tools, ReadiTech’s strength is network management for schools and
small businesses.”

These two companies

Insight’s team of specialists has over 200 years of combined experience and expertise
to help businesses plan, develop and implement new technologies to help serve their
customers better, improve business operations and lend a competitive advantage. Brian
Burkett, CEO of Insight Technologies, said this acquisition will benefit Insight customers
and the company due to efficiencies gained. “By working together, we will be able to
provide our customers with more efficient and robust sales, service and support.”

network analysts

complement each
other with their
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Retiring GM/CEO
Robert K. Johnson

On March 1, 2019, Insight Technologies changed its name
to ReadiTech IT Solutions. Looking forward, Insight, now doing
business as ReadiTech IT Solutions, will continue to expand its
footprint in the region and strengthen its reputation as a leader in
managed IT services. Burkett recognizes the importance of having
a team of dedicated people at DRN, who share Insight’s core values,
and a common commitment to serving its clients.
It is equally important for ReadiTech to work with companies who value the client relationship. In 2017, ReadiTech
purchased CompQuest Technology of Aberdeen, SD. That acquisition broadened ReadiTech’s service territory into South
Dakota and created synergies that are invaluable for the customer. “I am expecting the same level of synergies for this
working agreement between Insight Technologies and ReadiTech,” said Johnson.
To learn more about managed IT business services and other services ReadiTech and ReadiTech IT Solutions provides go to:
www.readitech.com or contact 344-5000 or 877-559-4692. n

GOPHERS CAUSE SERVICE OUTAGES
Throughout the DRN service territory this winter, we have experienced a few outages due to
pesky little gophers snacking on underground fiber optic cable. It is a myth that gophers hibernate
during the winter. You may not see them above ground however, they are very active underground.
When a gopher chews through DRN’s fiber, service is interrupted until our repair technicians can
locate and repair the damaged fiber.
“We find the damaged fiber as soon as possible and dig though the snow and dirt to get to the
fiber. Time to repair the fiber includes locating where it is damaged and then fixing the fiber
optic cable,” stated Dean Rithermiller, DRN construction technician. n
Photo right: Damaged underground fiber due to gophers chewing.
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Kirk Hauser............................. 742-3811

TV RATES INCREASE
March 1, DRN’s Ultimate Family TV pack increased $6 and the Speed Pak
with TV went up by $9. The TV rate increase was caused by regulatory reform,
and rising TV programming costs.
DRN evaluates and monitors its services to provide them at a reasonable and
fair market price. Unfortunately, network fees have increased dramatically—3
½ times the rate of inflation over the last 15 years. When networks demand
huge fee increases, as much as 300%, DRN works to get the best offerings at
the best price and also provide alternative ways for you to continue watching
your favorite shows. For more information about your DRN TV service or
other services, contact DRN at 344-5000. To learn bout TV rate increases visit,
www.tvonmyside.com. n

ENGEL JOINS DRN TEAM
Samuel Engel was hired as a technical support analyst
for the Oakes office, where he will provide network
support and monitoring to ensure DRN’s network
maintains integrity and connectivity.
Before joining the DRN team, he has worked as a baker,
butcher, and technician. In his spare time, Engel enjoys
cooking and baking from scratch, and playing music on
his saxophone and bass. n

YOU DIG

Planning to tackle
a big landscaping
project this spring?
DRN reminds you to
pick up your phone
before you pick up
your shovel. Call
1-800-795-0555 in North Dakota, 1-800781-7474 in South Dakota, or dial 811,
at least 48 hours in advance to have all
utility lines properly identified and clearly
marked. It not only saves you time and
protects you from potentially costly damage, it’s required by state law.
Many utility services such as phone, cable
television, sewer, gas, water, and electricity come to your home via underground
lines. By calling One Call, you can proceed
with your landscaping knowing that you
won’t disrupt any utilities or compromise
safety. This line identification is
absolutely free. n

JOIN US FOR A

RETIREMENT PART Y
in honor of

ROBERT K.
JOHNSON
Celebrating 41 years in the telecom
industry & six years at DRN!

Open House
Thursday, March 7
2 - 4 p.m.
DRN ReadiTech Headquarters
9628 Highway 281, Ellendale, ND

Cake & coffee will be served.
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SCHIMKE NAMED CEO/GENERAL MANAGER
Kent Schimke, Ellendale, ND, has been named DRN’s new CEO/general manager and assumed his new
position January 1. He replaces Robert K. Johnson, who is retiring March 8.
“The DRN board of directors is very encouraged by the growth and direction of the cooperative under
Mr. Robert Johnson’s leadership. With the announcement of his pending retirement, the board performed
a national search for a new CEO/GM. The pool of candidates was outstanding,” said DRN Board President
Ralph Neu.
“We are pleased to announce Mr. Kent Schimke as our successful candidate. Mr. Schimke was selected
based on his knowledge of our cooperative, the operations, our employees, and the communities we
serve. Kent is committed to DRN and will continue to move the cooperative forward with the support
of our fine employee group,” continued Neu.

Kent Schimke

Schimke has been employed by DRN for the past 19 years and most recently worked as operations manager. Before joining
DRN, he worked for James Valley Electric in Edgeley. Schimke attended high school in Garden City, KS, but spent every
summer of his youth helping on his grandparent’s farm west of Ellendale. Kent attended Garden City Community College
and Johnson County Community College, KS which helped him obtain a journeyman electrical license. He holds a business
management certificate from Rasmussen College and is currently enrolled in Rasmussen College School of Business. Kent
and his wife, Andi, have three children: Kaitlyn, 20; Kennedy, 18; and Kade, 13.
“I am very proud to be a part of the DRN family and plan to move the cooperative forward. As I transition into my new role,
I have been aided by retiring CEO/GM Robert Johnson. We have an exciting time ahead of us. Together, our team, will
continue to be successful and DRN, one of the most progressive cooperatives in the nation,” said Schimke.
During his tenure at DRN, Johnson’s leadership was instrumental in the purchase of Insight Technologies, CompQuest
Technology and in expanding the Managed IT services through ReadiTech, a subsidiary of DRN. Johnson plans to enjoy
retirement with his wife, Robbie, children and grandchild at their lake home in Minnesota. n

This institution is an equal-opportunity employer.

DRTEL.NET SITE RETIRES

In this issue:

Keeping it easy for our members and clients to stay updated on the latest products and
services at DRN is important, which is why we are retiring the drtel.net site on April 2.
Now you can access all DRN service-related tools and information at www.drtel.com. n
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